
National Bouldering Championship
30th September 2023

Briefing Notes

First of all thank you for registering to participate in the ClimbMT National Bouldering Championship.
We hope you will have an enjoyable and challenging day!

Here are some important points to remember:

The competition has been divided into two Waves, one in the morning and one in the afternoon with
finals in the evening.

Morning Wave - Youth C and D
- Amateurs

We strongly recommend that competitors arrive at Gebla by not later than 09:00 in order to register
and prepare for the event

The morning wave will start punctually at 09:30!
There will be 30 boulder problems, to complete in 3 hours!

Afternoon Wave - Youth A and B
- Open

We strongly recommend that competitors arrive at Gebla by not later than 12:30.

The afternoon wave will start punctually at 13:00!
There will be 30 boulder problems, to complete in 3 hours!

Finals

Finalists need to be in the isolation area at 17:30, and cannot enter Gebla from 16:30 (end of Wave 2)
The Isolation area will be in the common area, next to the gym. There are sofas and vending
machines available. The gym will not be accessible to us.



Rules and Regulations

Here is a link to the rulebook.

https://maltaclimbingclub.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/OfficialRules_V01_2023.pdf

Please read through to ensure that you are familiar with the rules that will be applied to your attempts.
If in doubt, ask the judges or organisers!

Please also scroll down to the video found here: https://maltaclimbingclub.org/nationalcomps/ which
further explains the criteria on which you shall be judged.

Prizegiving

The Podium and Prize Giving for Wave 1 will take place at 12:45

Finalists from Wave 2 will be announced by 16:30

The Podium and Prize giving for Wave 2 and Open Finals will take place at approximately 20:30, or
directly after the Finals have completed.

Other notes:

- Don’t forget to bring chalk and shoes!
- You will be given a goodie bag which will include a small bottle of water and a cereal bar.

If you think you will need further refreshments please bring with you; there will be limited
refreshments available for sale by Gebla

- Shoes can be rented from Gebla at €4.00 for the day;
- If you haven’t climbed at Gebla before, whether you are a competitor or a spectator you will

need to complete a waiver so come early as advised above in order to prevent delays.

We look forward to seeing you all there!!

Louise & The ClimbMT Team
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